Jim Har ris, word s and photos:

F r e e zing c ol d a n d t r u e g r it

CARIBOO
COU NTRY
Frost fractals creep across the windowpanes,
fragmenting the view of British Columbia’s Cariboo
Mountains and shimmering each time someone opens
the woodstove hatch to add another log. An arctic
cold snap has parked over British Columbia, stilling
the land surrounding Snowy Mountain Lodge, a
new 10-person shelter deep in the Cariboo Range.

S

ix of us—JP Auclair, Riley
Leboe, Ian Provo, Kalen
Thorien, Noah Howell
and I—just finished unloading
beers from a snowmobile trailer
after a 15-mile tow from a
highway turnout. I budgeted
four brews per person per day,
but now I’m regretting not
having more since every third
can is oozing frozen pilsner.
And this arctic cold has created
more than just that problem.
“It’s caused the poo in
the outhouse to freeze into a
poocicle and it’s getting tall.
I’m going to have to go chisel
it down tomorrow,” says Steve
Ludwig, a veteran Canadian
Ski Guide, who owns the lodge
with his partner, Dana Foster,
also a certified ski guide. “Do
you have a propane burner?

Maybe it would melt?” JP asks.
“I do, but…,” Steve grimaces.
“It’ll be a nasty bit of work.”
As the driving forces behind
Snowy Mountain Lodge, Dana
and Steve are willing to tackle
unpleasant chores, both big and
small, allowing their dream of
crafting a retreat for humanpowered skiing to become reality.
I spoke with Dana on the phone
just before the trip. “Our terrain
is great for splitboarders because
there’s good fall lines,” she said.
“You can ride down right to the
cabin.” Now that I’m here, I see
what she means. Many of British
Columbia’s huts are positioned
to take advantage of low-angle
glades and glaciers. But newer
operations, like Icefall Lodge and
Snowy Mountain, are bringing
skiers to the foot of steeper terrain.

[opposite page] Snowy Mountain Lodge as drawn by
Jim Harris. The illustration now hangs in the new hut.
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Steve and Dana’s Snowy Mountain
retreat, settled in at 4,000 feet..

T

he lodge stands at 4,000 feet among
the towering silhouettes of cedar and
hemlock trees. In 2010, Steve and
Dana cleared timber on a compact bench a
few turns above the valley bottom and set
to work building a yurt. After the yurt felt
dialed, they began construction on a trim,
two-story cabin that now feels ship-like in its
space-conscious attention to detail. Nooks
under the staircase are outfitted with deep
shelving, and benches double as storage
chests. With tree limbs suspended from fuzzy
climbing rope, even the gear-drying racks
that flank the woodstove marry form and
function. Now, Steve and Dana are putting the
finishing touches on a building that houses
a sauna, shower and composting toilet.
Below the buildings, the hemlock grows
dense, and tufts of lichen hang like green
cotton candy from every twig. Glades begin at
the lodge and then, 1,500 feet uphill, the forest
gives way to open, rolling slopes and steep
faces below unnamed summits. A towering
spruce in the glades lit the way to the lodge site.
“When Dana and I were trying to find a
location for the hut, we were bushwhacking
and camping,” Steve recounts. “It was summer and bedtime, and I was out taking a leak

Ludwig raises
a cup to grit
and tenacity.

Glades begin at the
lodge and then,
1,500 feet uphill, the
forest gives way to
open, rolling slope
and faces below the
unnamed summits.
when I saw a lightning bolt strike. It hit a tree
right here, what would become the cabin site.
That’s why we call the run right above here
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Lucky Strike.” When he tells the story, his
eyes become distant before snapping back
up: “You should have seen that tree candle
up!” Fortuitous events like that haven’t been
the reasons for Snowy Mountain’s success.
Rather, it’s been the couple’s grit and tenacity.
In 2005, Steve and Dana decided they
wanted to build a commercial backcountry
skiing hut somewhere near their home in
Blue River. The first zones they explored
turned out to already attract lots of helicopter
skiers, so they set their sights on a rugged
region in the Monashees. “But the access
was waaay too long to get in, so we started
looking closer to the edge of the range,” Steve
continues. The third place seemed like it just
might work, and they began the intensive and
expensive process of applying for a permit
with the Province of B.C. “We’d pretty well
gotten through with our application when the
government slapped a commercial development moratorium on the area to prevent
further displacement of the native caribou
population, which is a good cause but the
change came quite suddenly,” he elaborates.
Dejected by the process, the pair investigated buying an existing backcountry lodge.
“It wasn’t the terrain of our dreams, but there

Fresh tracks and cold snaps: Kalen Thorien embraces both.
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Riley Leboe chills out. [below] Kalen Thorien, Riley Leboe,
Ian Provo, Noah Howell and JP Auclair (left to right).

He’s initially nervous that, between
our group of pro skiers and my
camera gear, we’ll act entitled and be
reckless. But JP has a curiosity that’s
disarming and melts Steve’s skepticism.
was an existing tenure and a structure that
we could expand upon,” Steve explains. “But
it was a good thing that didn’t work out either
because around that time those areas in the
Monashees were overtaken by public sledding.
Now it’s constantly noisy and tracked out.”
Then the couple pivoted west and began
exploring in the Cariboo Range, but the
process dragged on. “Looking for a site that’s
high, but not too high, has perfect terrain,
but no avalanche exposure at the hut and
has land access that doesn’t cross avalanche
paths, and that’s not too far to get into….
When you start adding those criteria, it kinda
narrows things down by quite a bit,” Steve
says. Then the pair spotted the Lucky Strike
tree, and progress toward making Snowy
Mountain Lodge a reality inched forward.
After the site was mapped and the business proposal polished, Steve and Dana had
to seek approval from other stakeholders in
the area—a helicopter skiing business, mining
interests, trappers, the local snowmobile club
and First Nations tribes. With that stack of
paperwork in hand, they applied for land but
the process continued to crawl along. “We were
told in the fall of ’09 that the letter of approval
would be in the mail any day. So we started

investing in building supplies but the final
approval didn’t come until the following year,”
Steve says. But that gave them time to decide
to build the cabin, too, instead of just yurts.
The entire facility has been built on a piecemeal budget, with Steve and Dana bankrolling
the project themselves. “We build when we
can, and when we can’t, we go elsewhere for
work, bring home some money and throw it at
the construction projects,” Steve says. “So far,
the development has cost just over $400,000,
including some massive helicopter bills.”
Friends and ski clients have helped
stretch the funds. One time, a paying guest
noticed that the foundation of the yurt was
settling, and when he returned home he
welded some equipment to level it out. The
same customer, along with a host of others,
returned to help raise the cabin and craft the
interior. Another spent a day of his vacation
retooling the lodge’s doors. Glancing up, I
notice the rough-hewn rafters and imagine
Steve winching them into place with a web
of climbing ropes and improvised pulleys.
After hearing these stories and discovering the cabin is so new that it doesn’t yet have
a guest book, I ask Steve for a slab of scrap
lumber and set to work on an illustration
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of the valley. When I finish, we take turns
writing inscriptions and signing the back
before adding it to the cabin’s décor.
Assistance has come to Steve and Dana in
other forms, too, like advice from other lodge
owners. “I had coffee with Ruedi Beglinger [of
Selkirk Mountain Experience] and he said, ‘I’ll
give you the same advice that Hansy [Hans
Gmoser] gave me when I started: don’t do anything half-assed and guide every week yourself.’
I said, ‘Every week?!’ And he said, ‘People don’t
come to ski with someone you hired. They
come to ski with you.’ So, I’ve taken that advice
and now Dana or I am here for every group.”

The elder Howell practices his own religion in the southern Utah desert. Jay Beyer

Thorien goes rogue in Wells Gray Provincial Park.

T

wo days into our weeklong stay, Steve
cuts switchbacks through a complicated series of forested ledges south
of the hut. He looks the way one expects a
50-something mountain guide to look, with
wrinkles sprouting from the corners of his
eyes, a salt-and-pepper beard and a practiced trail-breaking stride that seems lanky
despite his average height. Perhaps most
tellingly, Steve’s posture looks most comfortable when he’s wearing his backpack.
Yesterday our group spied a striking
3,000-foot couloir within the wilderness of
Wells Gray Provincial Park, outside the reach of

both snowmobilers and helicopter skiers. “It’ll
be a first descent,” Steve says. We could have
made the trek up, over, down and around to
the chute’s base and climbed it, but he suggests
skinning all the way to the top to make the
most of fewer than nine hours of daylight.
He shows the way along a route that is
anything but intuitive, kickturning up a steep
rib while skirting avalanche paths. “I want
to keep everyone safe, and also you deserve
to not waste your time since it takes a while
to find the best places,” Steve says when I
ask him about the lodge’s self-guided policy.
Officially, Snowy Mountain Lodge requires
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that every group be guided, but in practice,
experienced groups are sometimes allowed to
guide themselves after an orientation day. Even
among our group of expert backcountry skiers,
his understanding of the terrain feels vital.
Steve’s guiding methodology shifts as he
gauges our ability and goals. Aside from sometimes buying skiing magazines at the grocery
store, he doesn’t follow the sport’s media and
marketing, but he knows who JP Auclair is and
he’s initially nervous that, between our group
of pro skiers and my camera gear, we’ll act
entitled and be reckless. But JP has a curiosity
that’s disarming and melts Steve’s skepticism.

Thorien slices through Snowy Mountain stillness.

S

tanding in frigid sunshine atop Rogue
Peak (7,870 ft.), we peer past the air
beneath our ski tips and into an unnamed
and unskied couloir. The entrance is the crux;
it looks firm and steeper than 40 degrees.
“Well, I’ll leave those steeps to you keeners,”
Steve says before we part ways. “What you
needed was help finding it, but I think you
know what to do from here.” The snow in
the chute has sloughed to the apron, and the
surface that’s left is firm chalk pockmarked
with craters from rock and ice that have
fallen from the walls above. My skis slice
down the variable surface, and I work the
edges, finding sheltered pockets of powder.
We regroup past Rogue’s long shadow at the
bottom, elated with our discovery of this chute
and high five frozen gloves before unfurling
cold-stiffened skins and continuing our loop.
It’s twilight when we arrive at the
cabin with frost-covered beards. Steve
is stoking a roaring fire in the stove.
“Do you ever take some time for yourselves
to enjoy this thing you’ve built?” JP asks as he
pulls off a ski boot. “Well, Dana and I talk about
it,” Steve says. “There was a great moment for
us this fall. We lived in the cabin—we’ve always

lived in the yurt—and we came over to the
cabin. It’s like, ‘It is nice in here!’ Sleeping in
those rooms and looking out those windows
at nighttime, thinking, ‘Yup, this is the place.’”
“Yeah!” JP says in his French-Canadianaccented English with an eager nod. “Last night
I switched beds and my head was right by the
window. And all night you just open your eyes
at the stars and icicles, and in the morning
also watching the dawn.... Yeah…beautiful.”
Later, I’m standing outside with my parka
hood up; the panorama is monochrome
denim blue and the snowfields above are
still luminous in the twilight. Until a few days
ago, I’d never skied with JP, but now we’re
brainstorming plans for our next trip. Steve,
who initially kept himself out of the cabin
thinking, wrongly, that we wouldn’t want his
company, is inside helping finish the last pizza
slices. Sparks arc from the chimney above, and
light and laughter from inside kaleidoscope
through the frosted windows. The world feels
in stasis, hibernating in the stillness of this
deep freeze. Throughout this windless night,
however, feathers of surface hoar sprout taller,
forming unique crystals that, like Snowy
Mountain Lodge, will remain ever changing.
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Ian Provo taps into the last of the pilsner slurpees.

[top] Noah blindly leading the telemark cult. | [bottom] Business Howell
in his sanctuary and celebrating Japanese customs. Jay Beyer all

Steve Ludwig at ease and leading the pack.

Snowy Mountain Lodge, home of
poosicles and snotsicles.

[above] Noah Howell shows footage to JP
Auclair and Kalen Thorien. Auclair died in an
avalanche in September 2014. He was 37.
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